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We present in this paper some results concerning the following nonlinear system 
of P.D.E. 
where z’ = z,. Dz=z, and a(u)=j:lDul’dx. 
The above system is a mathematical model which describes coupled flexural and 
torsional oscillations of an open cross-section beam. In Part I we consider the 
abstract initial value problem associated with the above system, prove the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions in a weak sense and mention two applications. In 
Part II we obtain regular solutions when adequate conditions on the data are 
assumed. 
INTRODUCTION 
A particular case of system (P), namely, when M(I.) = m,, (m,, > 0) 
appears in Timoshenko et al. [ 131 as a mathematical model to describe 
coupled flexural and torsional vibrations of an open cross-section beam 
under certain conditions on longitudinal symmetry of the beam and on the 
load distribution. 
The nonlinear term, which contains ;(. = .I“, / Du/* dx, appears when the 
extensibility of the beam is taken into account (see, for example, Ball ] I]). 
Dickey ]3] assuming existence of solutions, in Fourier series form, solved a 
mixed problem associated with Eq. (1) alone, with homogeneous boundary 
conditions, in the case M(1) = m, + m,h, m, > 0, c = a = 0, f, = 0. Later, 
Dickey (41 considered the same equation but with a # 0. The results of 
Dickey were generalized by Menzala ]9] and Rivera ] 111. A similar 
equation was also studied by Pohojaev ]lO]. Lions ]6] studied the abstract 
problem associated with Eq. (1) in the case c = a = 0 and M = M(1) of class 
C’(IFJ + ) and strictly positive. Medeiros ]7] solved the same problem but 
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admitted the nonlinear term of the form (a + M(L)) Du with M E C’(lR +), 
M(A) > m0 + m, A, A > 0, CI E R and obtained solutions in a Gevrey class. 
Ball in [ 1 ] obtained weak and classical solutions of Eq. (1) in the case 
c = 0 and M(L) = m, + m, A, m, > 0. Brito [2] studied an abstract problem 
related to Eq. (1) when c = 0 and rotary inertia is taken into account. 
We shall consider M(A) = m,, + m, A, m, > 0. The results, however, are 
still valid if A4 = M(A) E C’(R +), M(A) > m, > 0. 
The coefficients in Eqs. (1) and (2) are constants and represent quantities 
which have to do with the physical model. In particular, the constant c 
represents the distance from the centroidal to the shear center axis of the 
beam (see Timoshenko et af. [ 131). The two constants y and c are related by 
y = I,lS + c2, where S and Ip denotes the cross-section area and the polar 
moment of inertia, respectively, and so we have y > I?. 
THE ABSTRACT INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
We consider, in this section, the abstract initial value problem associated 
with system P. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with scalar product and norm denoted respec- 
tively by (., .) and ] . 1. Let A be a linear map in H from domain D(A) c H 
into H. We shall also suppose that A is selfadjoint and positive. With the 
graph norm D(A) is a Hilbert space which we denote by V. It follows that V 
is continuously embedded in H. We shall also admit that the immersion of V 
in H is compact and that V is separable. We define A2 by 
(A ‘u, v) = (Au, Au), 
where V’ is the dual of V and ( , ) denotes the duality pairing V’ V. It 
follows that A ’ E S?( V, V’). If U, u E V let a(u, u) and b(u, v) be the bilinear 
forms given by 
a(u, u) = (Au, u) and b(u, u) = (Au, Au). 
If A: D(A) c H -+ H satisfies the above conditions and u,, u,,, U, , ui , f, , 
f, are given functions we consider the problem of finding functions u and u 
solutions of the system 
u” f cu” + aA2u + (m, + m, lA”‘uJ’)Au =f, 
cu” + yu” + 6A2v +&Au = f, 
verifying the initial conditions 
(3) 
(4) 
u(O) = UC), u(0) = uo ; u’(0) = u,, u’(0)=ul. (5) 
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THEOREM 1. Let u,, u0 E V, u,, u1 E H, f,, fi E L’(0, T; H) be given. 
Then a unique pair of functions (u, L‘ } exists dejined in [ 0, T ] (0 < T < +OO )
with values in H such that: 
(1) I(, 1’ E L”‘(0, F; V). 
(2) u’. r’ E L”(0, T; H). 
The functions u, u are solutions of the system 
+ (m, + m,a(u)KW), 4 = (f,(f), WI. 
(3) 
c; (u’(t), w) + y ; (u’(t), w) + 6(Azqr), Acu) 
+ P,(Au(t), 0) = c/2(f), w), 
in the sense of r/‘(O. T), VW E V. 
(4) u(0) = uo, u(0) = co; u’(0) = U,) u’(0) = L’, . 
Proof of Theorem 1 (a) Existence of solutions. Since we suppose F’ 
separable there are vectors w1, W2,...r u’k in H such that the set 
( w , , M’2 )..., wk} is linearly independent for each k EN and the set of finite 
linear combinations of wi are dense in V. We denote by V, the subspace of 
V spanned by the first m vector ~vr, w,,..., bv,,,. We shall look for approx- 
imate solutions of system (3) of the form 
u,(t) =c- Jo, gmjtt) wi ; u,,,(t) = ;’ h&t) wj. - i I 
that is, u,, L’, E V,. 
The two functions u,, U, shall be determined so that they are solutions of 
the approximate system: 
(u;(t). )$‘I + c(uz(t), w) + n(Au,(t), Aw) + (m, + m, a(u,))(Au,(t), w) 
= (f;(t), w), (6) 
c(u;(t), k(‘) + y(uZ(t), t-v) + &Au,(t), A w) + &(Ac,(t), w) 
= (f?(t). WI. (7) 
Yn E V,,, and satisfy the initial conditions 
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with 
Uom-‘Uo, vom -+ 00 strongly in V, 
ulmhUI’ Vlrn -+ VI strongly in H. 
The system (6-8) of ordinary differential equations has unique solution, 
for each m E IV, in an interval [0, t,). The a priori estimates that follow 
show, in particular, that t, = T, 0 < T < + co. The method used to get these 
a priori estimates is standard in this type of problem so we omit the details. 
Taking w = 2uh(t) in Eq. (6) and w = 2vk(t) in Eq. (7) we obtain 
= 2(&) vi) - 2c+;, ?I;>. 
Adding the two equations and integrating in (0, t), I < I,, it follows that 
lu;12 + y oval’ + a (Au,12 + 6 pv,/2 + m, (A’12u,12 
+/lo IA”2v,12 + +I, p”2u,14 
< C -t 2 I ’ Iv;, u;)l ds + 2 I-f I(&, v;)l ds + 2~ I(u:,, u;)I, 0 ‘0 
where C is a positive constant independent of m that bounds the terms 
involving the initial conditions. From now on C will denote a generic 
positive constant. Let c, = j( 1 - (c’/v)) and c, = +(y - c’). Then it follows 
from the last inequality that 
c, lu;l’ +c,Jv:,12+u lAU,/* +61Av,)2+mo pl”2u, I2 i/3, IA”2c,(2 
< C + Cf (lu612 + &I’} ds. 
0 
By the Gronwall inequality we have 
I%?L IUA I’LL Iv61 < c, l‘%Ir IAv,l< c, IA 1’2u, I (A “2v, I,< c, 
(9) 
where C is independent of m. So the solutions may, indeed, be extended to an 
interval [0, T), T < +co. Moreover, the sequences (u,), (v,) belong to 
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bounded sets in L”(0, T; V) and (uk), (uk), (Au,), (AP,), (A’ *u,), (A “‘I’,,,) 
are in bounded sets in L”“(0, T, 77). Taking subsequences u,., z’,. it follows 
they converge weak-star to u and u, respectively, in L”(0, T; v) and u:.. 1~:. 
Au,.. Avt.. A’%,., A “‘v,. converge weak-star to u’, 1”. Au, Ac, A “‘u and 
A “*c, respectively. in L” (0, T; H). By hypothesis the immersion of V in H 
is compact so it follows that u,. converges strongly to u in Z.*(O, 7‘: H) (Lions 
151). 
As to the nonlinear term let J(u,) = a(~,,) Au,. Using the estimates we 
obtained. it results that (J(u,)) belongs to a bounded set in L ’ (0, T: H ). So 
we can take a subsequence (J(v,,)) that converges weak-star to a function r in 
L ’ (0, T; H). By monotonicity or by an argument used by Medeiros (8 [ or 
Ball 1 1) we obtain that 5 = J(u) = a(u) Au. 
In (6) and (7) we write u,. and v,, instead of u, and c, and consider r > 177. 
1~ now a fixed natural number. We pass to the limit as I’+ co and conclude 
that ~1, 1’ satisfies condition (3) of the theorem. To verify the initial 
conditions we observe that u, L’ E L^(O, T; r) and u’. 1” E L” (0. 7‘; H). 
Using the fact that u, L’ are solutions it can be shown that u”. 
1”’ E L ’ (0, T: P”). So we can identify u and c with element of C( (0. 7‘1: H) 
and ~1’. 1.’ with elements of C(l0, 7’1: V’). Therefore u(O). P(O), u’(O), ~“(0) 
are meaningful. 
(b) Uniqueness. Suppose there are two pairs of solutions {u. L’ 1 and 
(ri. i:) and set u = U - u^, z‘ = tl - P. Then u, I’ satisfies the system 
~~“+cc”~uA*u+m,Au+m,~a(ll)A~-a(C)Au^=O (IO) 
cu” + yrt ” + CSA ‘I‘ + &,A r = 0 (11) 
and initial conditions 
u(0) = v(0) = 0: u’(0) = r’(O) = 0. 
Following Lions 15 I we define z and n by 
z(t) = 1"' u(u) da if t < s 
.I 
and z(t) = 0 if t > s. 
,.s 
rt(t)=) c(u)du if t<s and w(t) = 0 if t > S, 
.I 
and set 
z,(t) = (-’ u(u) da; 
-0 
w,(t) = 1’ v(a) da. 
0 
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It follows that 
z(t) = z,(s) -z,(t), 
z’(t) = -u(t), 
z(s) = 0, 
40) = Zl(S), 
From (10) and (11) we have that 
PS 
w(r) = w,(s) - w,(t), 
w’(t) = -v(t), 
w(s) = 0, 
w(0) = w,(s). 




7 ( c u”, Iv) + y(v”, w) + 6(Av, Aw) + po(Av, w)} da = 0. 
0 
From these two relations we obtain, after some algebraic calculations, 
b@)l’ + Y WI” + cf 14(s)12 + mo4z*(s)> +Po4w,(s)) 
< 2c(u(s)( Iv(s)1 + 2~2, isI(u(zi)Aii-u(u”)A&z(cr))l da. 
0 
Using estimates (9) for U and u^ it follows that the integrand of the integral 
of the last inequality is bounded by C ] u12 + C ]Az(‘. Also, from the 
properties of z = z(t) we have 
kw)12 < wz,(~12 + PzkJ)12L 
and the last inequality becomes 
c, IWI’ + c* IW2 + (a - 2Cs) 14W12 + mo4z,@)) +Po4w1@>> 
< 2C i ’ {lu(o)l” + IAz,(o)l’} do. 0 
Given E, , 0 ( so < a, let us choose so such that so > 0 and a - 2Cs, > so. 
Therefore, for all s E [0, so] we have a - 20 > a - 2Cs, > a,,. With so so 
chosen it follows that 
l@>l” + lu@>12 + co IAz,@)12 ,< Cro‘ {lu(o)l’ + Pz,@)(~} da. 
This implies, by the Gronwall inequality, that u(s) = 0 and v(s) = 0 for all 
s E [0, so]. By a standard argument we conclude that u = 0, v = 0 in [0, T]. 
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Applications 
Let R c iR” be an open bounded set with regular boundary &‘, A = --d 
and a(u) = (Vu(*. 
(a) Let H=L’(R), v=Hi(Q), v’=H-‘(R). If u,,,r’,E V. U,. 
r, E H,f, . fi E L2(0, T; H) are given functions, then there is a unique pair of 
functions u, L- E L “(0, T; V), u’, U’ E La(O, T, H) and 
u ” -cv”+cfd*u- m,+m,~~~~lcu~2dx)du=f, 
i 
CU”+yv”+632L’-~“dL~=f2 (13) 
40) = U”, v(0) = L’O ; u’(0) = u,. r’(0) = L’, 
When n = 1, Q = (0, L), A = -a’/ax’ this corresponds to the case of a 
beam with fixed end points which cannot rotate. 
(b) Now let H = L2(12), V = H,#l) n H’(Q). Hypothesis on A are 
satisfied. Let uO, u0 E V, u,, U, E H,f,, f, E L’(O, T; H). Then there exists a 
unique pair of functions U, u solutions of problem (13). 
In the case n = 1, R = (0, L), A = -a’/ax’ this corresponds to a beam in 
which the linear displacement and the bending moments are zero at the end 
points. (See Timoshenko [ 121). 
REGULAR SOLUTIONS 
Let us consider again the system (3) - (4) with initial conditions (5) and 
suppose now that A is a linear operator in H, with dense domain D(A), A 
selfadjoint and positive. We suppose also that there are sequences of 
numbers (,Ii}icN and vectors (oiJiEN such that Aoj=Ajwj,jE R\l, 0 < 1, < 
/I2 < ..’ <A, < *.’ -+ co and the set of eigenvectors is dense in H. 
Now u(t), u(t) are vectors of H, t a real variable, and the derivative of 
u(v) with respect to the norm of H denoted by u’ (c’) or du/dt (dc/dt). As 
before (.. .) and ] . ] denotes the scalar product and norm in H. We define 
a(u, u) = (AU, v) and a(u) = (Au, u), u E D(A). 
Regular solutions are shown to exist according to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the operator A satisfies the above conditions 
and that u,, u,,, u,, v, , f, , f2 are given functions such that 
(1) uo, L’,, E D(Ak+ I’*) 
(2) u,, v, E D(Ak) 
(3) f,,fi E D(Ak); Akf,, Akf, E L*(O, T; H) for all k = 0. 1, 2 ,.... 
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Then there is a unique pair offunctions u, v from (0, TJ --t H, 0 < T < fco 
satisfying the conditions: 
(4) u(t), v(t), u’(t), v’(t) E D(Ak> 
(5) u, v, u’, v’ E C”([O, T]; D(A’))fir all k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
(6) u, v satisfies system (3)-(4) and initial conditions (5). 
Proof: (a) Existence of Regular Solutions. Let V, = [w,, We,..., W, J be 
the subspace of H generated by the m first eigenvectors of A and let u,, L’, 
be defined by u,(t) = Cyz r g,,(t)wi, v,(t) = Cy=r hi,(t)wi. Functions u,, 
v, E V, are to be solutions of the approximate system 
(u;(t), w) + c(v;(t>. w> + @u,(t), Aw) 
+ Cm0 + m, 4u,(~))Wu,(t)~ w> = (f, y w> (6’) 
c(u;(t), w> + y(u;(t>, w> + G(Av,(t), Aw) + Po(Av,(t), w) = (fz, WI, (7’) 
VW E V, and satisfying the initial conditions 
%n(O) = Uom 9 v,(O) = vom; u;(o) = Ulmr v;(o) = v,,. (8’) 
where 
u \” (u am= I (I 3 wi)wi 3 a=o, 1. 
i-l 
This system of ordinary differential equations has unique solutions u,, v, 
in an interval (0, t,), for each m E N. 
Estimates 1 
Proceeding exactly in the same way as we did in Part 1 we get the a priori 
estimates (9) for u,, v,, uh, v,!,,, Au,, Au,, A I’%,, and A “‘v,. These 
estimates permit us to extend u,,,, u, to the interval (0, T], T < +a, T 
independent of m. 
Estimates 2 
Now let w = 2A ‘“u; in (6’) and w = 2A 2kv:, in (7’). Taking into account 
the properties of A, the hypothesis on the initial data and on f,, f2 we obtain 
-$ (JAku:,jZ + JAk+’ u,,12 + [m, + m,a(u,)] JAk+1’2~,12J 
=2(Akf,,Akuh)-2c(Akuk,AkuL)+2m, IAk”“u,l?-$a(~,). 
f (y JAkv;j2 + 6 lAk+‘v,,/’ +po IAk+1’2v,12} 
= 2(A “f2, A kv;) - 2c(A k~;, A kvh). 
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Adding the two equations, integrating and bounding the terms on the 
second member the following inequality is obtained: 
c, (AkL(J + c* IAkv;12 + a lAk+‘Uml* + 6 lAk+‘uJ + m, lAk’ ‘%,,I’ 
+&IA kWvml* 
<C (-I (IAku;12 + ~Ak+“*u,/*} ds, (14) 
0 
where, as before, c, = f(1 - (c’/y)), c2 = i(r - c’). 
From (14) and the Gronwall inequality it follows that 
JAku:,j2 + IAku;12 + IAk+‘u,12 + IAk+‘t’,12 + (A’+“*u,,/* 
+lA k+“*vm12 <c (15) 
in (0, T), C independent of m. 
Limit of Approximate Solutions 
We shall prove first that the sequence (Akuh), (Aku&), (Akt I’%,). 
(A k+“2vm), (Ak+‘uJr (Ak+’ v,) are Cauchy sequences in [O, T], T < +co. 
Suppose that u,,*, un,, v,,~, v,, are approximate solutions of system (6’), (7’) 
with initial conditions (8’). Let n2, 12, be natural numbers and n, > n,. Set 
MI= u,,* - u,, and z = v - v 
the following two relation&: 
nl. Then for all q E I’, (m > n,) w, z satisfies 
(w”, tl) + c(z”, rl) + a(Aw, Av) + m,(Aw rl) + ml ah,, )(Aw v) 
+ mJa(u,J - 4kJ14~nz~ rl) = 0 (16) 
c(w”. rl) + y(z”, u) + ~(Az, Aq) + &(Az, 7) = 0. (17) 
Taking v = 2A 2k~’ in (16) and q = 24 2k~’ in (17). It follows that 
/A%/* + y /Akz’12 + a lAk+‘w(* + 6 (Ak+ ‘zl* + m,, lAkt “*u~I’ 
t/l, lAk+“2z/2 
where 
< lKk(0)l t 2cIAkw’I IAkz’l + 2m,C )-’ (lAk+“’ M’/* f IA “‘,y/* 
0 
+ lAkw’12} ds, (18) 
Kk(0) = IAkw’(0)12 + y lAkz’(0)/* $ a IAk+‘w(0)12 t 6 lAk+ ‘z(O)/* 
+ (WI, + m,a(unz(0))) IAkt”*w(0)/* tPo lAk+“2~(0)/2 
+ 2c(Akw’(0), Akz’(0)). 
4OY/Yl'l Y 
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The hypothesis on the initial data imply that KJO) + 0, as n2, n i + co, for 
all k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
For k = 0 in (18) it follows that 
Iw’12 + lz’12 + /Awl2 + IAzl* + p’~*wl* + lP2zl* 
< C,K,(O) + Cl; {lA”*wl* + Iw’12} ds 
hence by the Gronwall inequality 
IA “2w12 < CoKo(0)eCT, T<+co. (19) 
Taking (19) into (18) it follows that 
pkw’I* + (AkZ’12 + pk+‘wI* + pk+‘z12 + lAk+“*W( + pk+l’*z12 
<IOk + cf {lzdkW’)* + \L‘I~+“~W)~} ds, 
0 
where 
Iok = coKk(o) + cCoKo(o) Tecr, T<+a. 
The last inequality implies that 
IAkW’12 + IAkZ’12 + pk+‘WJ2 + IAk+q* + lAk+“2WI + pk+l’*zI* 
< lok(T)e? Vt E 10, T]. 
But lim n2,n,~oo IOk = 0, Vk E N, so the sequences (Aku;(t)), (AkuA(t)), 
(A ‘+ 'u,(t)), (A k+ 'u,(t)), (A k+ "'uJt>), (A k+ "*u,(t)) are uniform Cauchy 
sequences of C”([O, T], H). Therefore they are convergent for all k E N. 
Thus for k = 0 we have u = u(t), v = u(t) such that (u,(t)), (u,(t)) converge 
uniformly to u(t), u(t) in C’([O, T], H) and 
u, u; u’, u’ E C”([O, T],D(Ak)) for all k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
We also have the uniform convergence of (4 ‘/2~,) to (4 “‘u) in 
C”([O, T]; H) and hence we may pass to the limit in the nonlinear term. It 
follows from the approximate problem that 
-g (u’(t), w) + c-&‘(t), w) + a(Au(t), Aw) 
+ (m, + m, a(u(t)))(hm, w) = u-1 3 w) 
c $ (u’(t), w) + y f (v’(t), w) + &Au(t),Aw) + POGW)~ WI 
= u2 3 W>? VWEH. 
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The uniform convergence of (u,(t)), (v,(t)), (u;(t)), (v;(t)) in 
C”([O, Tl; ff) g uarantees that the initial conditions are satisfied. 
Uniqueness 
Suppose there are two pairs of regular solutions (u,, c’, }, { uz, vz} in C” 
(10, 7’1; H) of the system (3), (4) satisfying initial conditions (5). Let 
M’=u~-U, and z=t’*-u, and ZI-II,. Then (w.z} satisfies the following 
two equations: 
w” + cz” + aA2w + m,Aw + m,a(u,)‘4w = m,la(u,) -a(u,)] Au, 
cw”+yz”+&4*z+~oAz=0 
and the initial conditions 
w(0) = z(0) = 0; w’(0) = z’(0) = 0. 
Taking the scalar product of the first equation with 2w’ and of the second 
one with 2z’, integrating in [0, t], t < T, we get 
Iw’12 +ylz’l2 +alAwl* flAZl2 +moIA’%12 +polA’:2Z12 
<2clw’ 
+2m, 
/ lz’l+ 2m, f[A’!*w[’ gu(f4,) 
"0 
f [4~2>-~64,)1 W,l lu”l ds. “0 
ds 
From this inequality and the estimates we obtained before, it follows that 
lw’12 + lz’l + [Awl* + /AZ12 + lA’%j2 + lA”2z12 
<c \’ {lw’I* + IAwl’ + lA’%12) ds 
"0 
and this implies that w = 0, z = 0 in [0, T]. 
Applications 
Let H be the Hilbert space L’(G) for Q c R” an open bounded set with 
regular boundary XI. We take A = -A, where A is the Laplacian operator 
and consider the system: 
~“+cu”+aA~~- m,+m, ( IVul*dx 
. f2 (20 ) 
cu” + yu” + 6A*v - & AU = fi 
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together with the initial conditions 
u(O) = 4) 9 u(0) = u. ; u’(0) = f4,) u’(0)=zJ1. (21) 
(a) We take no, v,E D(Ak”“), u,, u, E D(Ak) and D(A)= 
H4(Lq n H@2). 
Then {u, v} is the unique solution of (2) satisfying initial conditions (21), 
u, u E C’([O, T]; D(Ak)). 
(b) Let uo, u. E D(Ak+“*), wGWk) and D(A) = 
H*(0) n H,#). Again, {u, v} is the unique solution of (20) satisfying (21) 
U, u E C’([O, T]; D(Ak)). When n = 1 the interpretations are identical with 
those given in Part 1. 
We note again that these results remain valid if the nonlinear terms has for 
coefftcient a function M = M(J), II > 0, M E C’, and M > m, > 0. 
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